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Abstract
State of the art mechanical engineering is in need of high temperature and oxidation resistant materials.
Major aspects in the design of highly oxidation resistant coatings are the formation of a continuous, nonvolatile oxide scale, the adherence of this scale as well as retarded transport mechanisms within the
scale. Considering these criteria combined with the requirements for excellent mechanical properties, we
present an innovative design concept of extremely oxidation resistant multilayered Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B
coatings. Through the variation of the bilayer period (from 7 to 237 nm for our Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B
multilayers), hardness, growth morphology, thermal stability and oxidation resistance are adjusted.
Detailed high resolution transmission electron microscopy, as well as X-ray diffraction investigations of
as deposited and annealed coatings highlight, that coatings with a bilayer period of 37 nm (composed of
6 nm thin Mo-Si-B and 31 nm thick Ti1-xAlxN layers) are superior to the other variations. Only if the
individual Ti1-xAlxN layers are thinner than 21 nm the hardness of our Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B multilayers is
below that of Ti1-xAlxN coatings without a multilayer architecture. Isothermal thermo-gravimetric analysis
in synthetic air for 420 min at 700, 800, and 900 °C, yield extremely oxidation resistant behavior of the
37-nm-bilayer multilayer with growth rates (parabolic growth rate constant, kp*) of 8.2·10-5, 8.6·10-4, and
3.2·10-3 (mg/mg)²·s-1, respectively. Above 1000 °C, the significant formation of volatile Mo-based oxides,
lead to a rapid degradation of these coatings. Based on our results we can conclude that the
combination of very thin high-temperature stable Mo-Si-B with Ti1-xAlxN layers results in multilayers with
excellent oxidation resistance and outstanding mechanical properties for certain bilayer periods.
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Introduction
High temperature oxygen containing atmospheres are extreme environments that materials have to face
in various industrial applications (e.g. combustion processes, machining procedures or aerospace
engineering). Depended on the mechanical stresses, the materials encounter plastic deformation
through creeping, degradation by the formation of volatile oxides, as well as phase transformations
evoked by elevated temperatures. Therefore, innovative material design should already pay attention to
the main failure mechanisms taking place in the atomic scale for developing alloys, compounds, or
composites, which are tailor-made for specific applications. An established way to effectively protect
materials against such harsh environments is the utilization of physical vapor deposited (PVD) ceramic
like thin films [1–3].
One of the most famous protective coating systems is Ti-Al-N, which exhibits excellent mechanical
properties (even at elevated temperatures) due to spinodal decomposition induced formation of cubic
nm-sized domains [4]. With increasing Al contents, typically the oxidation resistance increases, but this
effect is limited by the maximum (metastable) solubility of Al within the face centered cubic structures of
Ti1-xAlxN, which is at x ≈ 0.66 [5, 6]. Hence, the maximum Al/Ti ratio is 2, which still leads to the formation
of combined TiO2 and Al2O3 oxide scales that not effectively protect the underlying material. A minimum
of Al/Ti of 3 would be needed to guarantee for the formation of a compact, dense and adherent Al2O3
oxide scale, see [7, 8]. However, for such high Al contents, the coatings crystallize in dual phase cubicwurtzite or even single-phase wurtzite structures, which are not favored for mechanical applications [4].
By PVD the properties of thin films can easily be modified by either alloying of additional elements or an
architectural design/arrangement of different material systems. The latter option also provides the
possibility (by for example layered arrangements) to combine coating systems with contrary
characteristics to gain novel features (e.g. hardness and toughness [9]) that are difficult to join by other
processing methods. Most of the studies on nano-layered PVD coatings focus on the growth of coherent
layers to achieve superlattice effects, which often lead to hardness or toughness enhancements [9, 10].
Furthermore, also the residual stress state and tribological properties are significantly influenced, if
superlattice structures are formed [11, 12]. Non-coherent, multiphase nano-layered thin films (e.g. ncTiN/a-Si3N4) are also mainly studied concerning the enhancement of mechanical properties [13].
However, the growth of non-coherent multilayers or especially the combination of crystalline and
amorphous like layers to enhance the oxidation resistance is relatively unexplored. Our recent study [14]
highlighted the possibility of combining crystalline Ti1-xAlxN with Mo-Si-B nano-layers to achieve
optimized oxidation resistance by keeping excellent mechanical properties.
Therefore, we studied our architectural design of multilayered coatings in more detail, which is based on
two characteristic layers, see Fig. 1. The so-called main layer provides the mechanical strength (with
adequate thermal stability and oxidation resistance) of the layered composite and thus can be seen as
the backbone of our multilayer. The so-called functional layer provides sophisticated additions like
excellent oxidation resistance, phase transformations, diffusion barrier abilities, or simply force renucleation events during film growth to allow for a dense and compact growth morphology. Hence, we
combined Ti-Al-N layers (providing the mechanical strength with relatively good thermal stability and
oxidation resistance) with Mo-Si-B layers, which provide not only excellent oxidation resistance and allow
for extremely dense Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B morphologies [14], but add also other functionalities.
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Figure 1: Multilayer design for outstanding oxidation resistance, consisting of a main layer providing the mechanical strength
and a functional layer, which should disturb the pronounced columnar growth and add other functionalities to the
material system.

The formation of a partly viscous borosilicate (when Mo-Si-B oxidizes) allows for dense and welladherent oxide scale formation, with even self-healing abilities. Their viscosity (at a certain temperature
interval) helps to fill cracks, which are generated due to the oxide scale growth itself, by different thermal
expansion of adjacent phases or materials, or by mechanical loading [15]. The Mo-Si-B layers
completely interrupt the columnar growth of the thicker Ti1-xAlxN layers – due to their amorphous or only
partly crystalline structure [16] – and act as repeated barriers for oxygen inward diffusion at preferred
sites (like grain, phase or column boundaries, the classical fast-diffusion pathways [17]). Furthermore,
various studies about Mo-Si-B materials in bulk [15, 18, 19] and thin films [16, 20] highlight their
outstanding oxidation resistance and recommend a composition of at least 50 at.% Mo.
Here, we study the influence of the bilayer period on the morphology of the multilayered design in
correlation to coating characteristics such as hardness, structure, thermal stability, and of course
oxidation resistance.

Experimental
Various multilayered Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B thin films (with different bilayer periods Λ) were synthesized
applying an industrial-scale Oerlikon Balzers INNOVA cathodic arc/sputter deposition system. The
Ti1-xAlxN layers were arc-evaporated by simultaneously operating four adjacent cathodes equipped with
powder-metallurgically (PM) produced 6-inch Ti0.50Al0.50 targets, Plansee Composite Materials GmbH.
The Mo-Si-B layers were DC magnetron sputtered by simultaneous running two cathodes equipped with
powder-metallurgically (PM) produced 6-inch Mo0.50Si0.30B0.20 targets, Plansee Composite Materials
GmbH. The individual layer thicknesses are modified by the overall dwell time in front of the respective
targets using computer-controlled shutters in front of them. The substrate rotation speed of the two-fold
rotating carousal was kept constant for the individual multilayers. The open or close sequences of the
shutters in front of the four Ti0.50Al0.50 and two Mo0.50Si0.30B0.20 targets ensure well-defined interfaces
between the two different material systems. The Ti1-xAlxN layers are deposited by arc evaporating the
respective Ti0.50Al0.50 targets in N2 (1000 sccm flow rate) atmosphere, whereas the Mo-Si-B layers are
deposited by sputtering the respective Mo0.50Si0.30B0.20 targets in Ar (500 sccm flow rate) atmosphere.
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The repeated gas exchange is connected with the shutter opening and closing sequences of the
respective targets. All targets are driven permanently during the whole deposition procedure, applying
arc currents of 150 A to the Ti0.50Al0.50 targets and DC power densities of about 13.5 W/cm² to the
Mo0.50Si0.30B0.20 targets. Based on our former study [14], the thickness-ratio between Ti1-xAlxN and Mo-SiB layers is kept nearly constant with a 5-to-1 ratio, providing an outstanding combination between
excellent mechanical properties and thermal stability. We prepared multilayers with 12, 24, 48, 60, 80,
120, 240, and 480 bilayers with their overall 2.9 to 3.5 µm coating thickness. This leads to bilayer periods
Λ of 237, 123, 73, 49, 37, 26, 12, and 7 nm, respectively. In our earlier study [14], we could show the
excellent agreement between calculated and experimentally obtained bilayer periods. All depositions
were prepared with 500 °C substrate temperature and applying a bias potential to the substrates of -60 V
DC during the Ti1-xAlxN layer and -40 V DC during the Mo-Si-B layer preparations. For the individual
investigations, we deposited our multilayers on Si platelets (100-orientation, 20x7x0.38 mm³), polished
austenite platelets (20x7x0.8 mm³), Al2O3 platelets (0001-orientation, 10x10x0.53 mm³), and low alloy
steel foil (thickness 0.2 mm). After deposition, the steel foil was dissolved with hydrochloric acid to obtain
coating powder material for substrate interference free analysis.
The growth morphology and architectural arrangement of the coatings was investigated in detail by
scanning (SEM, FEI FEGSEM Quanta 200 operated at 10 keV) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM, FEI Technai F20, field emission gun, acceleration voltage of 200 keV), in cross-sectional and
plan-view arrangement. For more details on the structure and chemical composition, selected-area
electron diffraction (SAED) analysis as well as energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line-scans
(applying an EDAX detector) were performed on as deposited and annealed coatings.
All heat treatments were carried out in an integrated differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)/thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) system (Netzsch STA 449F), using a Rh-furnace in a mixed helium/synthetic
air atmosphere up to 1625 °C. Prior to the measurements, the freestanding coating powder materials
were thermally cleaned for 20 min within the DSC-TGA at 150 °C, to remove residuals from the
dissolving procedure. To analyze the oxidation process, dynamic investigations with heating rates of 10
K/min were conducted up to 1625 °C. In addition, the oxidation kinetics of selected multilayers was
accessed through isothermal annealing treatments at 700, 800, 900, 1000, and 1100 °C (for a duration
of 7 h). To guarantee for a pure isothermal oxidation treatment, the heating up segment was performed
in He atmospheres (with a heating rate of 20 K/min).
The coating powders (as deposited and heat treated) were also investigated by X-ray diffraction in
Bragg-Brentano configuration using an Empyrean Panalytical diffractometer, equipped with a CuKαradiation source (wave length, λ = 1.54 Å).
The mechanical properties such as hardness (H) and indentation modulus (E) were investigated using
an ultra-micro indentation system (UMIS) equipped with a Berkovich diamond tip. The obtained loaddisplacement curves were evaluated after Oliver and Pharr [21]. Residual stresses within the films were
obtained by measuring the curvature of the one-side coated Si and sapphire platelets by optical
profilometry (Nanovea PS50).
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Results and Discussions
Chemical analysis of monolithic Ti1-xAlxN and Mo-Si-B coatings – deposited using the same parameters
as for the respective layers within the multilayer arrangements – obtained by TOF-ERDA analysis
(details are given in [22]) reveal a composition of Ti0.57Al0.43N and Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14, respectively.
Therefore, we will use this notation also for the layers within the multilayers, hence Ti0.57Al0.43N/
Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14. XRD analysis of all as deposited multilayers indicate a face-centered cubic structure and
show broadened XRD peaks with decreasing bilayer period. Crystalline Mo-Si-B phases (e.g. T1-Mo5Si3
or T2-Mo5SiB2) could not be detected during these analyses. The thickness of all multilayer coatings is
3.0 µm with a maximum deviation of 0.35 µm. Throughout the whole manuscript, Λ denotes the bilayer
period, whereby λI indicates the Ti0.57Al0.43N and λII the Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layer thickness, respectively.
Structure and Morphology
Cross sectional SEM and TEM investigations nicely confirm the proposed architectural arrangement with
a clearly interrupted fine-columnar growth of the Ti0.57Al0.43N layers by the Mo-Si-B layers, which force
the Ti0.57Al0.43N layers to renucleate, see Fig. 2. The SEM fracture cross section images, Fig. 2a, b, and
c, suggest uniform bilayer periods along the whole coating thickness and a dense coating morphology,
for large as well as small bilayer periods. Even for the multilayer with Λ = 123 nm (λI = 103 nm and λII =
20 nm) no proceeding columns (through the repeated Mo-Si-B layers) can be observed. Already for a
bilayer period of Λ = 37 nm, the multilayer arrangement is difficult to identify during SEM investigations,
see Fig. 2b. Therefore, bright field TEM investigations were conducted, Fig. 2d, e, and f, which clearly
reveal their layered architecture. For Λ = 123 nm (see Fig. 2d), each individual Ti0.57Al0.43N layer shows

Figure 2: Cross sectional SEM (a, b, and c) and TEM bright field images (d, e, and f) of Ti 0.57Al0.43N/Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 multilayer
coatings with Λ = 123, 37, and 12 nm. The corresponding SAED patterns are presented in g, h, and i, respectively.
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a V-shaped columnar growth morphology, which is interrupted by the alternating arrangement with
Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layers. Due to the two-fold substrate rotation, the layers are not perfectly distributed
along the coating thickness for bilayer periods below 37 nm (see Fig. 2e and f). Especially for smaller
bilayer periods, the time where the substrates face the operating cathodes (and receive the highest
particle flux) varies significantly, because a perfect synchronization between the rotation speed and the
cathode operating time is not possible. The SAED patterns, Fig. 2g, h, and l, of the coatings with Λ =
103, 37, and 12 nm, respectively, suggest only face-centered cubic crystals with decreasing crystallite
sizes for decreasing bilayer periods.
The forced renucleation events of the Ti1-xAlxN layers due to the repeated Mo-Si-B layers (and vice
versa) not only allows for small crystallite sizes and very dense growth morphologies, but also effectively
limits the negative effect of macro-particles due to the arc-evaporation process (so-called droplets) [23],
see Fig. 3a. Especially the structure-free Mo-Si-B layers destroy any template effect [24] of the droplets,
which could lead to undesired phases. The almost 200-nm-sized droplet, Fig. 3a, is covered by a
Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layer, and after several Ti0.57Al0.43N/Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 bilayers, the droplet-effect is nearly
smoothed out. We envision that the ion bombardment during film growth can help levelling out any sharp
peaks. Nevertheless, we also want to mention that if the sample is not perfectly aligned during the TEM
sample preparation process, any smoothening effect above the droplet could simply be a tilt-angle effect
of the preparation procedure. However, also the SEM fracture cross sections, Fig. 2a to c, suggest for a
very positive effect of the Mo-Si-B layers on the growth morphology and roughness. Fig. 3b, clearly
shows the renucleation and interrupted grain as well as column boundaries of the Ti0.57Al0.43N layers due
to the Mo-Si-B layers – in this special case for Λ = 73 nm. Especially, the first few nanometers within the
Ti0.57Al0.43N layers exhibit a morphology similar to the growth situation on Si substrates (with their native

Figure 3: Cross sectional BF-TEM images of (a) an overgrown droplet within the multilayer structure of the coating with Λ = 123
nm, (b) Ti0.57Al0.43N layers for the coating with Λ = 73 nm, (c) Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layer for the coating with Λ = 123 nm.
(d) HR-TEM image of the interface between the Ti0.57Al0.43N and Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layer for the coating with Λ = 12 nm.
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SiO2 layers on top), please see Fig. 3b and c. Both images also indicate irregularities (layered structure)
within the Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layers themselves. We attribute this to changes in the plasma density when
the samples face the two sputtering cathodes (equipped with Mo0.50Si0.30B0.20) and then move further
away during the two-fold substrate rotation event. Within the thinnest Mo-Si-B layers, present in the
coating with Λ = 12 nm, even some crystalline features can be identified during HR-TEM investigations,
Fig. 3d. These layers are typically not coherent with the underlying Ti0.57Al0.43N, which is even better
recognizable during lower resolution microscopy, Fig. 2f.
Implementing a computer-aided standard procedure – comparable to ASTM E112, which divides the
defect-sizes into 11 classes, from ≤ 0.05 µm² in 0.10 µm² steps to ≥ 0.95 µm² – during top view SEM
investigations (10k magnification, area of interest: 60x80 µm²), we quantified the above-mentioned
influence of the additional Mo-Si-B layers on the macro-particles, see Fig. 4a and b. Fig. 4a shows the
quantity of only the two extreme size-classes, with ≤ 0.05 µm² and ≥ 0.95 µm², as a function of the
number of bilayers (per overall coating thickness). This investigation nicely shows that the quantity of the
smallest growth defects (open square-symbols in Fig. 4a) increases with increasing number of bilayers
(i.e., decreasing bilayer period), but the quantity of the largest growth defects (open-round-symbols in
Fig. 4a) only slightly increases. As the covered area (especially by the largest droplets) significantly
increases with increasing number of bilayers (not shown here), the largest droplets are tremendously
larger, especially for Λ ≤ 12 nm. However, the overall surface roughness, Rz, is smallest for these
multilayers, see the full blue squares in Fig. 4a. Consequently, the growth defects are substantially larger
only in lateral expansion for coatings with Λ ≤ 12 nm. This somehow unexpected behavior – SEM and
TEM investigations would suggest for decreasing effects of macro-particles with decreasing bilayer
period – can be partly explained by considering the deposition procedure. The layered arrangement is
realized with the help of shutters in front of the cathodes, which themselves run continuously during the
entire deposition process. As the Mo-Si-B layers are prepared in Ar atmosphere, also the Ti0.50Al0.50
cathodes will run (behind the shutters) in Ar atmosphere. Although we only open the shutters in front of

Figure 4: (a) Number of growth defects (open symbols) identified by a computer aided imaging acquisition (separated in
different size classes) procedure as well as surface roughness, Rz (full symbols), in relation to the number of bilayers
(per entire coating thickness of about 3.2 µm). The corresponding bilayer period is indicated in the top axis. (b) The
slope of the linear fit between number-of-growth-defects and number-of-interfaces (Fig. 4a) for the droplet-size
classes.
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these cathodes after the gas-exchange to N2 atmosphere is completed, we envision that the initial
sequence still leads to an increased droplet formation, now reaching the substrate and growing film. As
with decreasing bilayer period (hence, increasing number of bilayers) also the number and thus the
fraction of these “non-ideal” cathode conditions (directly after the arc-evaporation in Ar atmosphere)
increases, the quantity of droplets increases. This also agrees with our observation that although there
are more droplets with decreasing bilayer period, these seem to be flatter – as indicated by decreasing
Rz values. The combination of both results suggests, that although the quantity of particles increases
(especially for the smallest size-class, ≤ 0.05 µm²) with increasing number of bilayers, they are less
defecting for the growth morphology. This result is also confirmed by the TEM investigations (Fig. 3a),
where defects are more perfectly overgrown if a high number of Mo-Si-B layers are present.
For analyzing the number-variation of the growth defects with the other size-classes, we fitted the
relation between number-of-defects and number-of-bilayers with straight lines (exemplarily shown in
Fig. 4a for the largest and smallest defects). The slope of these lines, given in Fig. 4b for the different
droplet-size classes, is especially for the mid-sized defects close to zero. Consequently, their quantity is
almost independent on the number of bilayers. Only the quantity of the very large defects (at least in
lateral expansion) slightly increases, and that of the smallest defects tremendously increases with
increasing number of bilayers (per entire coating thickness). No size-class shows actually a decreasing
quantity (negative slope) with decreasing bilayer period.
Mechanical Properties
As long as the bilayer period Λ is above 26 nm, the hardness of our coatings is above 30 GPa. Coatings
with a bilayer period Λ of about 49 nm (composed of 42 nm thick Ti0.57Al0.43N and 7 nm thin
Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layers), exhibit the highest hardness with H = 33.4 ± 1.2 GPa and indentation modulus
with E = 560 ± 13 GPa, among all Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B multilayers investigated. For smaller bilayer periods,
the influence of the soft Mo-Si-B layers increases, and hence, the hardness as well as indentation
modulus decreases towards the values of Mo-Si-B, see Figs. 5a and b. The indicated H and E evolution,
dashed black line in Fig. 5a and b, represents a guide for the eyes.
The residual biaxial compressive stresses within our Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B multilayers significantly decrease
with decreasing bilayer period, Fig. 6 – for coatings on Si substrates (black open squares) and on single
crystalline sapphire substrates (open red circles). The slightly different values of the coatings on Si or
sapphire substrates are basically due to their different thermal expansion coefficients with αSi ≈ 3.5·10-6
K-1 and αSapphire ≈ 5·10-6 K-1 [22]. Increasing tensile component (or decreasing compressive stresses) with
decreasing bilayer period (hence, increasing number of interfaces per coating thickness) is in agreement
with literature reports [8]. All of our multilayered coatings have smaller compressive stresses than the
monolithically grown Ti0.57Al0.43N coating. The observed tensile stress for the multilayer with Λ = 7 nm
and deposited on Si (see Fig. 6a), is due to the significantly smaller thermal expansion coefficient of the
Si substrate compared to the coating. In addition, this coating show partly delamination effects on the
outermost region of the substrate. Hence, even if the coating grows stress-free, thermally induced tensile
stresses will develop upon cooling to room temperature.
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Figure 5: Hardness (a) and indentation modulus (b) of out Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B multilayer coatings with bilayer periods Λ between
237 and 7 nm. For comparison, the hardness of Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B coatings with Λ = 35 nm (λI = 29 nm & λII = 6 nm)
and Λ = 70 nm (λI = 55 nm & λII = 15 nm) from [14] is added.

Figure 6: Biaxial residual stresses of our Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B multilayer coatings with bilayer periods Λ = 237 and 7 nm, on Si
(100) and sapphire (0001) substrates.

Oxidation Behavior
The oxidation of our multilayered Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B coatings is investigated in detail by dynamic
differential scanning calorimetry/thermo-gravimetric analysis of coating-powder-materials in synthetic air
and by cross-section TEM investigations of coated sapphire samples (with Λ = 37 nm) exposed to air
(TOx = 900 °C for 420 min). Based on previous studies [14] our Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B multilayers exhibit a
multistage oxidation process with the dominant formation of rutile-TiO2 and alpha-Al2O3 between 700 and
900 °C. At about 1000 °C, volatile oxides (predominantly MoO3) and the high-temperature T2-Mo5SiB2
phase form. The formation of the solid oxides (mainly rutile-TiO2, alpha-Al2O3, and borosilica) leads to a
mass gain, while volatile oxides (basically MoO3) lead to a mass loss. The superposition of these two
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effects (mass gain and loss), leads to the characteristic mass change curves as presented in Fig. 7a for
the multilayers with Λ = 7, 37, and 237 nm. For these dynamic DSC/TGA investigations, we highlighted
the onset-temperature of the fully oxidized state (stable mass after the mass gain) or the onsettemperature of a significant formation of volatile oxides (onset of mass loss). For example, monolithically
grown Ti0.57Al0.43N exhibits no mass change above Ta = 1048 °C, hence suggests for a complete
transformation to TiO2 and Al2O3 (leading to a mass gain of about 25 %). The multilayer with Λ = 7 nm,
exhibits already for Ta ≥ 837 °C a significant mass loss, most likely due to the predominant formation of
volatile MoO3 based oxides. From this comparison, the multilayer with Λ = 37 nm, exhibits the highest
onset temperature for significant formation of volatile oxides, TOnset = 1115 °C. According to the DSC
curves, no significant exothermic or endothermic reactions can be detected anymore beyond these
significant temperatures (TOnset, indicated in Fig. 7a). Also here, the multilayer with Λ = 37 nm is
somehow superior, as it exhibits the widest temperature range (700–1100 °C) with significant exothermic
and endothermic features. Basically, all coatings investigated exhibit an onset temperature for oxidation
at about 700 °C (indicated by the small mass gain). Based on these results, we concentrated our
isothermal investigations on the multilayer with Λ = 37 nm at temperatures of 700, 800, 900, 1000, and
1100 °C, see Fig. 7b. To access the oxidation kinetics during isothermal treatments, the respective TGA
curves (after the initial oxidation regime) are fitted with a parabolic rate law. According to Hollerweger et
al. [26], the lateral surface area is negligible for flake-like coating powder materials, if
these flakes are large enough (high surface to volume ratio). Therefore, the paralinear rate constant for
flake-like coating powder material, kp*, can be defined as
∆𝑚 2 1
) ∙
𝑚0
𝑡

𝑘𝑝∗ = (

(1)

where m0 is the weighted portion of the material, Δm the mass gain during the parabolic oxide scale
growth, and t the corresponding time. Especially at 700 and 800 °C, the oxides formed, effectively retard
further oxidation processes, as after the initial oxidation process the growth rate is extremely small with
kp* = 8.2·10-5 and 8.6·10-4 (mg/mg)²·s-1, respectively (the fits cover the range 10 – 420 min). For 900 °C,
the growth rate already increases to 3.2·10-3 (mg/mg)²·s-1, but still leaves 86 % of the coating protected
after 420 min (see next paragraph). For comparison, monolithically grown Ti0.57Al0.43N is already fully
oxidized after 420 min at 800 °C, and the relatively oxidation resistant Ti0.47Al0.45Ta0.08N has kp* values of
7.2·10-4 and 1.3·10-3 (mg/mg)²·s-1 at 850 and 950 °C, respectively [26]. But we need to mention, that our
Ti1-xAlxN layers exhibit only 43 at.% Al (at the metal sublattice), and the oxidation resistance significantly
increases with increasing Al content. For example, while Ti0.51Al0.49N only exhibits kp* values of 1.8·10-3
(mg/mg)²·s-1 at 850 °C, the higher Al containing Ti0.035Al0.65N yields kp* values of 3.2·10-4 and 2.4·10-3
(mg/mg)²·s-1 at 850 and 950 °C, respectively [26]. Consequently, our Ti0.57Al0.43N/Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14
multilayers (with their even lower Al contents) are definitely oxidation resistant alternatives to common
alloying concepts. Until TOx = 900 °C, the formation of solid oxides dominates within our Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-SiB multilayer with Λ = 37 nm, whereas for TOx = 1000 °C already a significant mass loss after 200 min
(and for TOx = 1100 °C already after a few min) suggests for a massive formation of volatile oxides.
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Figure 7: (a) Thermo-gravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry of powdered Ti0.57Al0.43N and Ti0.57Al0.43N/
Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 multilayers with bilayer periods of 237, 37, and 7 nm during dynamical exposure in a mixed He/synt. air
atmosphere up to 1625 °C. (b) Mass change of powdered Ti0.57Al0.43N/Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 multilayers with Λ = 37 nm,
during isothermal exposure at Ta = 700, 800, 900, 1000, and 1100 °C in mixed He/synthetic air atmosphere for 420
min.
Cross sectional
TEM investigations of the multilayer coating with Λ = 37 nm (on sapphire) after
isothermal oxidation for 420 min at 900 °C, Fig. 8a, clearly shows the high oxidation resistance of this
multilayer, as almost the entire coating is still intact. Underneath the relatively thin oxide scale, with
around 375 nm, the layered Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B structure is still present, with an unchanged bilayer period.
The oxide scale almost perfectly follows the Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B layered arrangement, which can be seen
in the middle of Fig. 8a, representing an area where a macro-particle was overgrown. Hence, the
Ti0.57Al0.43N and Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layers are rather curved, which is exactly represented by the oxide scale
on top. This suggests for a significantly retarded layer-by-layer oxidation process due to our Ti0.57Al0.43N
and Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layered arrangement.

The TEM-EDS line scan along the layered oxide scale, Fig. 8c and indicated in Fig. 8b, exhibits an
outermost Al2O3 rich (Zone I) and a Ti-rich region (Zone II) underneath. These Ti-rich oxide scales
comprise also repeated Si and Al peak concentrations (especially closer to the interface to Zone III) due
to our layered Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B arrangement. In Zone II, Mo is only detectable (again with repeatable
peak concentrations due to the layered Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B arrangement) close to the interface to Zone III.
This suggests, in agreement with literature reports on bulk Mo-Si-B, that the oxidation process (to form
Si-containing oxides, e.g. glassy borosilicate) is accompanied by the formation of volatile MoO3, and
therefore Mo is not detectable. After this Ti-rich oxide scale (Zone II), a small transition zone (to the
unaffected Ti1-xAlxN /Mo-Si-B multilayer) of about 100 nm can be detected, with slightly decreasing
oxygen and nearly no aluminum content, but with repeated Si and Mo peaks (Zone III). The interface to
Zone IV (the unaffected Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B multilayer) is indicated by the abrupt oxygen decrease and
nitrogen increase. These detailed analyzes allow to even calculate the time needed to oxidize one Ti1xAlxN/Mo-Si-B bilayer at TOx = 900 °C, which is about 40 min. SEM cross section studies of this coating
after 420 min isothermal oxidation at TOx = 1100 °C yield fully oxidized samples, but only very thin oxide
scales for TOx = 700 °C.
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Figure 8: BF-TEM cross sections (a) of an oxidized multilayer with Λ = 37 nm after exposure to a mixed He/synthetic air
atmosphere for 420 min at TOx = 900 °C. A higher magnification of the oxidized area next to an overgrowing droplet is
given in (b) and a TEM-EDS linescan across the oxide scale (indicated by the yellow line in Fig. 8b) is presented in
(c).

Conclusion
The influence of the bilayer period of multilayered Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B coatings – which have been
developed for outstanding high temperature oxidation resistance – on structure, morphology, dropletdensity, hardness, residual stress, and thermal stability is studied in detail, while keeping the thickness
ratio between Ti1-xAlxN and Mo-Si-B layers nearly constant.
The concept of combining Ti1-xAlxN layers (which should provide sufficient strength in combination with
good thermal stability) with Mo-Si-B layers (which should provide functionality, high oxidation resistance,
and lead to dense growth morphology by limiting the columnar growth and thus further block high
diffusion pathways such as column boundaries) was successfully proven by SEM, TEM, XRD,
nanoindentation, and combined TGA/DSC investigations. The combination of arc evaporated Ti0.57Al0.43N
layers with sputtered Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layers, leads to dense growth morphologies, where the
incorporated macro-particles (due to the arc evaporation of the Ti0.50Al0.50 cathodes) are nearly perfectly
overgrown, without open porous structures. Only for bilayer periods of Λ ≤ 12 nm the quantity of small
(but also extremely large droplets) is higher as those obtained for a monolithic Ti0.57Al0.43N coating, due
to the arc evaporation of the Ti0.50Al0.50 cathodes in Ar atmosphere behind their shutters during sputtering
the Mo0.50Si0.30B0.20 targets. The influence of the significantly softer Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 layers (with H ≈ 13.5
GPa) on the overall hardness of our Ti0.57Al0.43N/Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 multilayers is only pronounced for bilayer
periods Λ ≤ 12 nm (with H ≤ 27 GPa). All other multilayers exhibit hardness values above 30 GPa. The
highest onset temperature for significant volatile oxide formation (basically MoO3-based oxides) is
obtained with 1115 °C for our Ti0.57Al0.43N/Mo0.58Si0.28B0.14 multilayer with Λ = 37 nm. But even after 420
min exposure at 900 °C, no volatile oxide formation can be detected, and the multilayer still exhibits an
extremely low parabolic rate law of 3.2·10-3 (mg/mg)2·s-1. Thus, still 86 % of the multilayer is intact after
this 420 min exposure at TOx = 900 °C. Consequently, the time to fully oxidize one bilayer is about 40 min
at 900 °C.
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Based on our studies, we can conclude that the layered architectural arrangement of Ti1-xAlxN/Mo-Si-B
layers leads to superior oxidation resistance by simultaneously keeping the outstanding mechanical
properties of Ti1-xAlxN.
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